
HERE I STAND: 500TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION 

 

ERRATA 

Rulebook 
9.6 Declarations of War, step 3, first sentence, change from: "If a player declares war on a minor power, 

the CP cost of the declaration is always 1 CP" to “… the CP cost of the declaration is either 1 or 2 CP.” 

15.1 Assault, Requirements, first bullet, change from: "Exception: The card Roxelana allows the Ottoman 

player" to …” to “Exception: The cards Roxelana and Scots Raid allow players to …” 

19.3 Returning Home, Land Unit Return Home Procedure, step 3 says: "There are three exceptions to 

the rules in this procedure:" however a fourth exception was added for this edition. 

21.7 Foreign Wars, seventh sentence reads: “when the foreign units is over” but should be “when the 

foreign war is over.” 

Scenario Book 
1532 Scenario, Cards in Play, add to the list of cards that should be included in the deck: 

- ‘Scots Raid’ (#97) 

 

Page 9, Setup for Tournament Scenario Figure: 

- Add an Independent hexagonal control marker to the Malta space 

- Remove the Pacific Strait VP marker (is already on the Hapsburgs Power Card) 

Cards 
The titles on the following cards should be in RED text to match the other Mandatory Events in the 

game: 

- Scots Raid (#97) 

- Imperial Coronation (#113) 

- La Foret's Embassy in Istanbul (#114) 
 

Sequence of Play 
On the normal side of this card: 

- In Cards Added for Turn 4, “Thomas Cromwell” should be in blue text (Response) 

- In Cards Added for Turn 7, "Elizabeth I" and "Julius III" should be in red text (Mandatory) 

Countersheet 5 of 5 
Section 1 Note: Remove the word “only” from the first sentence. Add this sentence: “Also add these 

counters (except John Frederick) if you have a game newly printed for the 500th Anniversary Edition of 

Here I Stand.” 

 

  



1532/TOURNAMENT SCENARIO SETUP CLARIFICATION 
We have included information on how to setup the game for the 1532 Scenario and Tournament 

Scenario (which share a common setup) on the back sides of the Power Cards and in the Extended 

Example of Play that starts on Page 9 of the Scenario Book.  Not covered by these setup illustrations are 

the following items: 

- the Hapsburg, English and French explorers and conquistadors that need to be removed from 

play (see Scenario Book Page 4) 

- the Zwingli debater and reformer counters that need to be removed from play 

- the cards that need to be removed from play (see Scenario Book Page 5) 

- the Andrea Doria naval leader in Genoa who was omitted from the setup on both the power 

cards and the example of play  

 


